
 
 
Elementary, Middle School, High School Classes 
 
Ballet: Ballet is the foundation of all dance forms, and is emphasized at Cheryl’s School of Dance. 
Students will learn the beautiful art form of ballet along with terminology, proper placement, and correct 
techniques while incorporating grace, precision of movement and body awareness. Class will consist of 
barre work, center, across the floor, comprehending vocabulary, melodic execution, and understanding 
correct placement and usage of the body. 
  
Jazz: A fun and upbeat class that is designed to develop stylized movement, strength, body placement, 
coordination, and performance style while focusing on proper terminology and technique. This class 
consists of warm up, stretch, center floor and across the floor combinations. Dancers will learn various 
styles of jazz, along with rhythm and musicality. 
  
Tap: Tap can be considered not only an entertaining style of dance, but also a percussive instrument. 
Develops an understanding of rhythm, music theory, and the mechanics that the body requires to “play” 
their instrument. Focuses on muscle strengthening, memory quickness, coordination, control, 
improvisation, rhythmic timing and performance skills. 
  
Hip Hop: An energetic class that offer versatile styles of dance that encourages freedom of movement 
while using their own personalities. Hip Hop uses your own personal rhythm, as well as current dance 
moves while using age appropriate music. 
  
Acrobatics: We are proud to use Acrobatic Arts syllabus and technique in our training! Technical training 
includes tumbling and floor exercises with emphasis on developing the student’s ability, strength, 
flexibility and coordination. We encourage each student’s individual growth and progress according to 
their abilities. 
  
Lyrical: An expressive form of dance that incorporates a fusion of many dance styles including ballet, 
jazz, modern and contemporary. Through choreography and dance phrases, dancers tell a story. 
Dancers are encouraged to explore their emotions and movement through improvisation. It is expressive, 
simultaneously subtle and dynamic, focused on conveying musicality and emotion through movement. 
  
 
 
 
 
 


